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product alone or its briefing and project process. Both models do not fully integrate this service 
dimension of buildings whereas PSS models are mainly business-oriented. This paper asks the 
question of how to support the assignment of functional units to either the product part or the service 
part of a building system? 
Based on a descriptive study of building systems and an extensive literature review on design methods 
and models, and PSS, Gero’s FBS approach was identified as a relevant framework for the 
development of this proposal through the concept of Behaviour. Behaviour is an encompassing 
concept. It covers both the product part (i.e. attributes) and the service part (i.e. activities) of building 
systems. A missing concept was identified in Gero’s FBS to support the assignment of functional units 
although expressed in FBS literature: the concept of Goal also referred as purpose. This paper 
proposes a design theory based on the original FBS approach for buildings requirements definition 
using a PSS viewpoint. This design theory is illustrated based on the results of a group work session 
performed during the briefing process of a real construction project. 
Firstly, this paper introduces the PSS conceptual perspective on buildings. Secondly, the GFBS design 
theory for buildings as PSS based on Gero’s FBS is explained. Finally, this design theory is 
instantiated in a design process applied to a construction project. The construction project in question 
is a secondary school in Luxembourg, a case study developed upstream of the design theory. As a 
conclusion, a generalization of the design theory is proposed. 

2. Building as PSS: A matter of conceptual perspective and scope 
Architectural programming does not just aim to define a building but a whole “operating system” 
answering clients’ needs. This “operating system” is composed of several elements of different 
natures. From a design perspective, the most interesting one is the building, but from a customer 
perspective, the most important one is the human activity performed inside it. 
In order to clarify the AEC specificities, the example of a public school is taken. When talking about 
public building in AEC, three kinds of clients are clearly distinguished: the paying client, the user 
client, and the customer client. In other engineering domains, as well as with other kinds of buildings, 
it is quite often that at least two of then are the same person. In the school example, the paying client is 
the Ministry of National Education who pays for a new school. The user client is the personal (e.g. 
teachers, director, janitor) required to provide (more or less directly) education to the customer client 
identified as the pupils. This being said, the studied system in this paper is not limited to the school 
building but to the whole “operating system” required to provide education to these pupils. As a result, 
the building as well as the user client (e.g. teachers) and his human-intensive activity (e.g. education) 
are part of the studied system. The user integration in the studied system is already considered in the 
design of result-oriented PSS. 
Product-Service System (PSS) is mainly presented in literature as a business model. It focuses on 
functionality or usages to provide to consumers instead of selling products [Meier et al. 2010]. The 
idea is to sell a marketable mix of products and services that will jointly satisfy the consumers’ needs 
[Goedkoop et al. 1999] and increase at the same time the market proposition [Mont 2000] by 
integrating services to traditional product  functionality [Baines et al. 2007]. 

2.1 Product part 
In this paper, regarding the studied “operating system”, any tangible artefact (i.e. resource) required to 
perform an activity is considered as from the product part. As a result, building, furniture (e.g. tables, 
chairs), and equipment (e.g. HVAC components, plumbing fixtures) are considered as product parts of 
the “operating system”. User clients are not considered as products even if they are required (human) 
resources of the “operating system”. 

2.2 Service part 
The concept of Service has several meanings in AEC that differ from PSS. The first one concerns the 
technical building services that basically give life to the building (e.g. HVAC systems). Technical 
building services are composed of product parts of the operating system (e.g. heat pump, air vent, 
conduit). The second one is more related to public services (e.g. education) referring to human-
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intensive activities performed by user clients to customer clients inside the building. In this sense, the 
customer client is assimilated to the consumer of the service. 
Three kinds of product-service system are mainly considered in the literature: product-oriented, use-
oriented, and result-oriented [Manzini and Vezzoli 2003]. The main difference between each one of 
them could be synthesized into the degree of ownership sold to the consumer: property of the product, 
property of its use, and property of its results [Cook et al. 2006]. 

2.3 Product-Service System 
In this paper, PSS is used in a broaden sense, as a model to represent the defined “operating system” 
composed of interdependent product parts (e.g. building, furniture, equipment) and service parts (i.e. 
human-intensive activity). Regarding the public school example, the operating system has to provide 
education to pupils throughout the building, equipment, furniture, and personal. 
With result-oriented PSS, products are substituted by services (e.g. laundry services) [Sundin et al. 
2009]. In this specific case, two kinds of service content can be distinguished: core services and 
support services [Yang et al. 2010]. Core services are customer-oriented (e.g. cleaning sheets) whereas 
support services are product-oriented (e.g. maintenance of the washing machines). 
This distinction is adopted for AEC in this paper. Regarding the school building example, any user 
(e.g. teachers) activity performed to provide value to customers (e.g.pupils) is then considered as a 
service. The public service (i.e. education) corresponds to the core service of the “operating system”. 
The technical building services (e.g. HVAC systems) can be considered as internal support services 
whereas cleaning and maintenance services can be considered as external support services. During the 
architectural programming, all of these services have to be considered, especially in the context of 
sustainable development. Current literature on sustainability in AEC seems to focus more on the 
support services and issues regarding energy efficiency and environmental performances [Ding 2008] 
rather than the core services. 
This paper introduces another research trails to contribute to sustainable development through a better 
alignment between the product part and the service part that compose a building. Both parts can 
contribute to the customers’ needs satisfaction but there is a lack of theory to support the assignement 
of functions to the product part, the service part, or to a integrated combination of them. 

3. A PSS Design Theory based on FBS 
PSS methodologies focus efforts early in the design process, on the conceptual design phase [[van 
Halen et al. 2005]. One of their key issues concerns the function allocation and its decision support 
[Muller et al. 2007]. AEC meets the same key issue during the conceptual design phase of construction 
projects. A function can be assigned to either the building (i.e. product) or to a human-intensive 
activity (i.e. service). The proposed design theory is structured around four main concepts taken and 
extended from Gero’s FBS: Goal, Function, Behaviour, and Structure. To clarify its presentation, the 
design theory is first introduced using a generic PSS. The next section is more focused on the object of 
study: building systems. It will present a proof of concept in the frame of the function allocation issue 
in AEC. 

3.1 FBS 
FBS was first introduced by Gero [1990] to model the design as a process and capture the nature of the 
concepts manipulated during this process through the use of knowledge representation diagram. The 
basis of this proposition is Gero’s FBS ontology applied to structure more precisely the requirements 
definition of building systems with the following definitions [Kannengiesser and Gero 2011]: 

• Function – Teleology of the artefact, what is it for. 
• Behaviour – Attributes derivable from the structure, what it does. 
• Structure – Components and their relationships of an artefact, what it consist of. 

The FBS ontology is not limited to the description of design objects. This framework is also used to 
model the design process [[Gero and Kannengiesser 2006] as precise as possible. The starting point 
was originally the concept of Function as the purpose of the system to design (Figure 1.a). Later, it 
changed to become the concept of Requirement, an input given to the designer by the customer that 
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indicates the design problem. The last step of the design process remains the same, the documentation 
(i.e. the description of the design, e.g. CAD drawings and component lists) used for construction or 
manufacture. 
The missing question not answered by this FBS framework is the Why question. Why do we need to 
change something from the environment from state A to state B? It is somehow related to the concept 
of purpose as underlined in [Dorst and Vermaas 2005], [Rosenman and Gero 1998]. If this question is 
not answered in the framework it is most probably because it is not considered to be part of the design 
process. As mention before, the input of the design process is Requirement that is provided by the 
customer. Requirement is defined during the requirements definition process of the conceptual phase 
(Figure 1.a). In this paper, the concept of Requirement as used by Gero is derived from the concept of 
Goal. This Goal is considered as a driving force of the requirements definition. It provides the 
necessary rationales to make the designer understand the Requirement and to support the decision 
making process during the designer-customer interactions. 

3.2 Goal vs. Purpose 
Purpose is defined as an intentional concept [Dorst and Vermaas 2005] expressing the need of a 
customer about what he wants to achieve with the system. It is first introduced and distinguished from 
the concept of Function as the answer to the question Why the system does what it does or what it is 
for [Rosenman and Gero 1998]. Both concepts answer different questions and the confusion generally 
comes from the physical disciplines. However, the concept of purpose did not last and was replaced by 
the concept of Requirement as an input of the design process [Gero and Kannengiesser 2004], proving 
an uncertainty about the clear distinction between the concept of Purpose and Function in Gero’s and 
his collaborators’ mind [Vermaas and Dorst 2007]. 
The Purpose concept is clearly defined as a state of affairs users of the artefact seek and is supposed to 
be achieved by performing it [Vermaas and Dorst 2007]. The very same definition is used to defined a 
Goal in Requirements Engineering: “a state of affairs that the stakeholder wants to achieve” [[Glinz 
2011]. In this paper, we decided to move from the uncertainty and confusion between Function and 
Purpose terminology to using a different concept coming from Requirements Engineering. This 
general concept of goal was first introduced as a driver for software requirements acquisition. 

• Goal – “A goal is a prescriptive statement of intent the system should satisfy through 
cooperation of its agents”. Goals are non-operational objectives. “Non-operational means that 
the objective is not formulated in terms of objects and actions available to some agent in the 
system; in other words, a goal as it is formulated cannot be established through appropriate 
state transitions under control of one of the agents.” [Dardenne et al. 1993] 

Because of the complexity of targeted software systems, most of the GORE techniques [Lamsweerde 
2009], [Yu et al. 2010] organise goals into hierarchical trees or directed acyclic graph models showing 
how higher-level goals are satisfied by lower-level ones (goal refinement) and, conversely, how lower-
level goals contribute to the satisfaction of higher-level ones (goal abstraction) [Lamsweerde 2001]. It 
provides the rationales behind each requirements of the system. To summarise, GORE models provide 
adequate foundations for clarifying Gero’s FBS ontology. 

3.3 GFBS Ontology 
The Goal concept is distinct from the concept of Function. As highlighted by Rosenman and Gero 
[1998], the confusion seems to exist only in physical disciplines. In this paper, the studied system is a 
Product-Service System, a socio-technical system. In this context, the system is no longer attached 
only to physical disciplines but get closer to business, management, service-related disciplines 
[Mauger et al. 2013]. The Goal concept thereafter provides a complementary concept for the ontology 
related to the requirements definition during the conceptual phase. This new layer of information 
represents rationales to guide the requirements definition process and support the decision making 
process. 
As a result, we propose to use the following definitions for the new GFBS ontology based on FBS 
previous definitions and Goal definitions to define and model a Product-Service System: 
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The third activity (A23) consists in refine the main behaviours (BSys) based on the refined goals of the 
system (GSys). Change behaviour requests influence the process on this activity. Based on the required 
changes, the refinement has to be adapted. The refinement of behaviour can also influence the 
description of the main behaviour as from time to time a main behaviour might not be possible. 

• Architecture and positioning. Requirements to provide are about proximity and visibility 
between particular spaces, i.e. attributes of the building spaces (BPro). For example, teacher’s 
offices are spread around the school building and the schoolyard is in the middle of them. 

• Transparent materials. Requirements to provide are about kind of materials to be used and 
visibility to and from particular spaces, i.e. attributes on walls and windows of the building 
(BPro). For example, all the rooms have at least two glass walls. 

• People. Teachers have an obligation to perform a 15 minutes surveillance round each week 
during a break (BSer). The schedule of their rounds is managed by the superintendent. 

• CCTV system. Requirements would concern attributes of the equipment, the network, and the 
janitor’s office (BPro), and a new activity for the janitor (BSer). For example, all the circulation 
and public areas should have enough cameras to avoid blind spot. The janitor has to watch 
over the screen during his daily activities. 

The last activity (A24) concerns the refinement of the system’s structure (SSys). The refinement of the 
system’s structure is controlled by the refined goals and the paying client. The resulting structure 
influence the programmatic concepts defined in A21 and the refined behaviours in A23 which make 
the process co-evolutive. 

• Architecture, relations and positioning. The system structure refinement refers to the listing of 
all the spaces and their typology (e.g. public/private spaces and circulations, courtyard, 
classroom). 

• Materials. All the components of the building are concerned in this case. 
• People. Teachers are concerned but also all the personnel of the school can be mobilized for 

the rounds. 
• CCTV system. Cameras are not enough, there is a need for secured internal network and a 

watch room all connected to each other as well as a person in charge of watching the screen. 
In the case study, the choice of the superintendent fell on a combination of the suggested programming 
concepts, a passive surveillance by the adults (BSer) facilitated by the use of see-through materials 
(BPro) and a clever repartition (BPro) of teachers’ and staff members’ offices (SSys) around the school. 
This decision was led by the main goals (GSys) refering to the well-being of pupils and the impact on 
teachers’ and staff members’ daily work as well as expenses regarding each programmatic concept. 

5. Discussion and Conclusion 
The proposed GFBS briefing process (Figure 2 and 3) presents one possibility of instantiation amongst 
others. The focus is on functional requirements, meaning that the whole briefing process is not 
considered. It could be considered as an ideal process given that in practice, it is often difficult if not 
impossible to make the stakeholder commit a predefined process. Each construction project has its 
own specificities and the programmer should adapt the briefing process accordingly to reflect them. It 
has to be noticed that all the presented activities are performed by the programmer. This is a viewpoint 
chosen to explain the briefing process. The contracting owner and other stakeholders are parts of the 
briefing process but they are considered as input providers and controllers rather than performers. 
The inputs of this briefing process come from preliminary studies (not included in this briefing 
process). The preliminary studies are essential so that the contracting owner acquire a certain level of 
maturity and perception of the reality on his project. 
This paper presents a design theory to support the conceptual design of such PSS. The proposed theory 
was developed based on Gero’s FBS and an analysis of building systems as PSS. The results of these 
analyses led to the use of the Behaviour concept as a support for product or service distinction and 
assignment of functions and the extension of Gero’s approach with the concept of Goal as a key 
element of decision support for the assignment. The proposed design theory was then applied post-ex 
facto on the briefing process of a construction case study. The resulting process illustrates the flows of 
information between activities and the control loops of the process. This limited application provides 
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an illustration of the GFBS design theory on a real case study. The GFBS design theory is PSS-
oriented. It was applied on a building system in this paper but might be applied on other kinds of PSS. 
Perspectives on this research include other viewpoints on buildings. Indeed, a building can be 
represented as a Socio-Technical System to integrate a social dimension in addition to the hardware 
(e.g. building, equipment, furniture) and software part (e.g. processes) of a building system. This 
viewpoint can be used to introduce some analogies with Human-Computer Interaction to develop 
Human-Building Interaction. This perspective would close the loop with knowledge-based 
architectural programming through social and behavioural sciences. 
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